Genetic mosaics have been used to ascertain the clonal ancestry of various structures during the development of Drosophila. The analysis of gynandromorphs allows us to infer the relative locations and relative distances between presumptive structures upon an embryonic (blastoderm) fate map (Garcia-Bellido and Merriam, 1969). Since male cell clones are initiated in gynandromorphs before blastoderm formation, such an analysis cannot inform us about determinative steps that define cells as belonging to specific imaginal disks or disk regions. Determinative events, however, can be inferred from data of clones initiated by mitotic recombination at different stages of development (Garcia-Bellido, l~ipoll and Morata, 1973, 1975). It was shown that recombinant clones initiated after embryogenesis never cross a demarcation line separating an anterior from a posterior population of cells. Homologous subdivisions seem to occur in the dorsal mesothoracic (Garcia-Bellido etal., 1973, in the metathoracie (Morata and Gareia-Bellido, 1975) and in all the ventral thoracic disks (E. Steiner, pets. comm.). In principle, anterior and posterior populations of cells could arise in early embryogenesis as separated anlagen (subsegments) that fuse during subsequent development. On the other hand, they could correspond to a single anlage that becomes compartmentalized early in development. It is therefore interesting to know how the presumptive anterior and posterior cells are located relative to each other in the fate map of gynandromorphs.
thoracic (Garcia-Bellido etal., 1973 , in the metathoracie (Morata and Gareia-Bellido, 1975) and in all the ventral thoracic disks (E. Steiner, pets. comm.). In principle, anterior and posterior populations of cells could arise in early embryogenesis as separated anlagen (subsegments) that fuse during subsequent development. On the other hand, they could correspond to a single anlage that becomes compartmentalized early in development. It is therefore interesting to know how the presumptive anterior and posterior cells are located relative to each other in the fate map of gynandromorphs. Ripoll's (1972) map of the embryonic dorsal mesothoracie disk (wing disk) considered only presumptive structures corresponding to the anterior notum and anterior and posterior wing. In the present analysis we will map presumptive structures COlTesponding to atl the major regions of the wing disk derivatives including the ones previously studied, and the postnotum and anterior and posterior pleura. In wildtype flies, the latter regions do not have landmarks that can be labelled with the cutieular cell marker mutants known in the first chromosome. We therefore used the mutant hairy (h: 3-26.5) which leads to the appearante of extrachaetes in fixed positions in those regions. Lindsley and Grell, 1968 , for detailed description of the mutants used). 250 gynandromorphs with scorable extrachaetes in all regions of the pleura and postnotum were studied. Male territories were defined under the dissecting microscope (80 • ). The male-female boundaries were drawn on standard outlines (Fig. 1 a) .
As in other studies with the unstable ring, the individual landmarks scored were male in about 50% of the cases. Mosaieism in different organs compared well with data from other similar studies: proboscis 0.6%, head 16%, humerus 1%, first leg ~7%, second leg 12~ and third leg 8~176 The dorsal mesothoracie disk was mosaic in 21,2%, and individual regions such as notum in 16%, wing in 12%, and pleura and postnotum in 10% of the gynandromorph sides studied.
The fate map of the presumptive structures of the dorsal mesothoraeic disk was constructed using the same procedure as in previous studies (Garcia-Bellido and Merriam, 1969; Ripoll, 1972; Hotta and Benzer, 1972) . Fig. la shows the location of the adult landmarks used, and Fig. 1 c the distances in sturts between some pairs of landmarks in the fate map. Distances are additive and the predicted distances, caculated by triangulation, are similar to the ones actually measured for landmarks up to 10-15 starts apart. Thus, straight distances between opposite pairs of landmarks within the wing disk anlage are about 20 % shorter than when calculated adding 3 intermediate intervals. The theoretical diameter of the anlage is about 15 starts. The comparison of this fate map (Fig. i c) as obtained by analysis of gynandromorphs with that obtained from mitotic recombination data during the proliferation period ( Fig. 1 a and b) (Garcia-Bellido et al., 1973 and the map of the actual structures in the adult (Fig. 1 a) reveals several interesting features. Mitotic recombination analysis has shown that the homogeneous cell population of the wing imaginal disk is subdivided during the proliferation period into 4 anterior and 4 posterior subpopulations (compartments). These compartments are symmetrically located as shown in Fig. 1 a and b . The topological relationships of the landmarks on the gynandromorph map are similar in all three maps. Thus, wing landmarks are surrounded by notum and pleura landmarks, anterior (notum, wing and pleura) landmarks are on the same side of the maps, opposite to posterior ones; and dorsal ones (notum and wing) opposite to ventral ones (pleura and wing). This result indicates that there are no major morphogenetic movements between the time of spatial organization of presumptive structures in the embryonic anlage, and the actual differentiation of these structures at the end of the proliferative phase of the disk.
The distances in Fig. l c and d between landmarks within the same compartment are of the same order of magnitude as distances between pairs of landmarks that appear later in development in different compartments: dorsal versus ventral, or wing versus notum or pleura, and again similar to those lying at both sides of the anterior-posterior demarcation line.
These results suggest that anterior and posterior presumptive cells lie side by side in the embryonic anlage of the wing disk. Thus, the observed anteriorposterior clonal restrictions which appear in recombinant clones probably result from splitting of this population into two subpopulations before or shortly after the disk starts its proliferation phase. This conclusion is reinforced by the following considerations: the number of cells of the wing anlage at this time has been evaluated as 47 based on the minimal mosaic patches of gynandromorphs (Ripoll, 1972) , or 25 based on the fraction of the adult surface occupied by the earliest initiated clones (Gareia-Bellido and Merriam, 1971 ). If we compare the diameter of this anlage in number of cells with the extension of the gynandromorph map measured in sturts, both units correspond to each other at a ratio of 2-3 sturts per presumptive imaginal cell. Distances between landmarks located at both sides of the anterior-posterior demarcation line are, on an average, 6 sturts apart, i.e. separated by 2-3 cells. Even these distances could be spurious ones if an early compartmentalization did artificially increase the frequency with which two landmarks are separated in gynanders, a possibility suggested by E. Wieschaus (pers. comm.) . This is probably cause of the separation of landmark 8 and 13
(scutellars and hairy postscutellars, respectively) by 9 sturts although these structures are very few cells apart in the adult.
Early clonal restrictions between different disk anlagen may also artificially increase the map distances of landmarks belonging to them. Thus, the already small distances between pleural (wing disk) and sternopleural (leg disk) landmarks of the second thoracic segment, or between wing and haltere (metathorax) (Fig. 1 e) , suggest that their stem cells are side by side in the blastoderm. In fact, it has recently been shown (Wiesehaus and Gehring, 1975) that clones induced at 3 hours of development can still overlap dorsal and ventral mesothoracic structures.
The data available so far strongly indicate that even the earliest observable compartment borders between and within imaginM disks do not arise from the fusion of physically separated embryonic primordia. Instead they are probably due to subdivisions of an initially homogeneous population of cells.
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